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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to identify those

programs and processes currently using the components, factors, and
behaviors that have been described in the literature as
characteristic of more effective schools, and to synthesize findings
from these programs and processes carrying out effective schooling
practices. Following an introduction, Section II defines what is
meant by school improvement programs, principal effectiveness
programs, and teacher effectiveness programs in order to distinguish
them from more effective schooling programs. An increase in
low-income and/or minority students' standardized achievement scores
towards the national norm was found to be the chief criterion of
effective schooling. Components for realizing this outcome were
identified as strong administrative leadership, positive school
environment, high expectations, emphasis on basic skills, ongoing
assessment, and staff development. In Section III, eight programs
chosen on the basis of these criteria are described and evaluated.
The programs are in Connecticut, New Jersey, Missouri (two programs),
Alaska, Wisconsin, Chicago (Illinois), and New York City. From the
models described in this section a methodology emerges for effective
program implementation, a generic process described in Section IV as
having four vital stages: assessment, planning, implementation, and

evaluation. (CMG)
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I. INTRODUCTION

The most recent research review on more effective schooling states: "While
it is possible to infer that certain characteristics as stated in this paper produce a
more effective school environment, the process has not been systematically
studied in the literature," (Westbrook 1)82, 26) Michael Cohen, in instru-
tionally hffretive.S'ehools: Researdt Area Plan, calls for proposed research in
several areas including the identification of characteristics and long-term
processes in schools which contribute to maintenance or improvement in school
effectiveness," (Cohen 1980, 15)

The major purpose of this paper is to identify those programs and processes
currently using the components, factors, and behaviors that have been de-
scribed in the literature as characteristic of more effective schooling, We will
not undertake a comprehensive research review but will attempt to synthesize
findings from programs and processes carrying out effective schooling
practices.

In order to identify these programs and processes, the authors contacted the
following networks: ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center)
Clearinghouses; ME (National Institute of Education) Laboratories, Ex-
changes and Research Centers; and State Departments of Education, Informa-
tion was solicited from each of these agencies by asking the following
questions:

, What Local Educational Agencies (LEAs) are implementing more effec-
tive schooling research findings?

2. What State Educational Agencies (SEAS) are working with the develop-
ment of more effective schooling programs and guidelines'?

3, What products has your agency developed from the research findings on
more effective schooling'?

4, Does your organization distinguish between School Improvement Pro-
grams (SIP) and More Effective Schooling (MES)'?



11. PROGRANI SELECTION PROCESS ANT)
REIATED RESPARCII

karly in the process of writing this paper, it became necessary to categorize

the descriptive materials in order to differentiate mining the various programs
and approaches being used at state and local levels to implement school

effectiveness research. Terms such as prineipo/ diectiveness and reacher

clli.c iirem,s.s. were used interchangeably with more O'er fire schooling. Con-

versations with national, state and local education officials further supported

this perceived need to clarify terms in order to respond to the main purpose of

this paper: the identification of programs :end processes being used to imple-

ment the six components of more effective schooling identified in the reseach,

Additionally, preliminary questions had to be addressed. These were: Do all

attempts at school improvement use findings from effective schooling re-

search? If not, how do more effective schooling programs differ from those

programs based upon research findings on school improvement, principal

effectiveness, and teacher effectivness?
What emerged was a simple classification system differentiating among the

various research findings and materials provided, The following diagram

shows the classification used to isolate only those programs which are ad-

dressed in this paper. The term scewl imprtwemem was used as the umbrella

description for all efforts in program development. These programs were then

separated into three categories: principal effectiveness, teacher effectiveness,

and more effective schooling.

Figure 1: The Interrelatedness of Program Definitions

MORE EFFECTIVE SCHOOLING
PROGRAMS

SCHOOL
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS

PRINCIPAL
EFFECTIVENESS PROGRAMS

TEACHER
EFFECTIVENESS PROGRAMS



Operational definitions were established in older to classify materials as well
as eliminate those attempts which were not consistent with the authors' defini-
tion of more effective schooling.

It is acknowledged that these definitions may or may not he the Sallie as other
attempts to make these distinctions. Further, the definitions may he catalysts to
stimulate further exploration and synthesis in the area of school improvement,
I, School Improvement Programs

School improvement as a concept, program, or process is a most ambiguous
term to define. For the purpose of this paper, school improvement will he used
to describe any attempt to remedy educational problems, The term encom-
passes a variety of programmatic strategies aimed at the improvement of any
area of concern, either at the classroom, school, and/or district level, and
includes principal effectiveness pmgrams,teaCher effectiveness programs, and
more effective schooling programs,

On a continuum, school improvement can refer to it specific strategy lin-
improving instruction or to a general approach toward educational change, It is
not necessarily audience specific (i.e., teacher, principal, classroom, or
school), content specific (i.e., administrative leadership, school climate, high
expectations, or basic skills development), or process specific (i.e assess-
ment, development, or implementation), The list that follows indicates how
diverse and eclectic these school improvement attempts are:

Strategic Plan for School Improvement (Kansas
City Public Schools, MO)
Implementation of the Stallings Classroom Man-
agement Staff Development (Appalachian Educa-
tional Laboratory, Putnam County, WV)
Utilization of District-Wide Needs Ass ssment
(Learning Research and Development Center,
University of Pittsburgh)
Instructional Improvement: A Systemwide Ap-
proach (Research For Better Schools, Philadelphia,
PA)
Delaware School Improvement Program (Research
For Better Schools and Delaware State Department
of Education)
Maryland's Project BASIC (Research For Better
Schools, Philadelphia, PA)
Delaware Educational Assessment System (Re-
search for Better Schools, Philadelphia, PA)
Teacher Expectations and Student Achievement
(East Los Angeles Public Schools, CA)
Pennsylvania's School Improvement Program (Re-
search tier Better Schools, Philadelphia, PA)
Classroom Organization and Management (Re-
search and Development Center for Teacher Edu-
cation, University of Texas, Austin).
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These attempts take a variety of forms, They include handbooks, papers,
guidelines, piograms, and processes as well as all (hose attempts listed under

Princi pal offectIveness, leacher effectiveness and more effective schooling.
Because of its breadth, Bic term .)e/ford i,ni,rrnrurrul prOgrInn thleS not dif-

ferentiate among specific loci for implementation of programs and processes,

Consequentl if is necessary 10 define the Imitlac characteristics of principal
cficcikencss, teacher effectiveness, and more effective schooling.

Principal Effectiveness Programs
( Inc subset of school improvement programs describes the attempts aimed at

principals, These attempts stress the role of the principal as the leader of the
building and provide techniques, guidelines, programs, and processes to inf
prole leadership, management, instruction, and decision making. Although
the are audience spe:Ific, these attempts are fun co lltellt specific. The content

can range from assessing individual leadership style to focusing on the principal
as a change agent. However, these programs use a broad base of research
findings which include principal research us well as selected components of
snore effective schooling findings, Programs reflecting this approach include;

I .cadership Training PR)grani (Research for I3etter
Schools, Philadelphia, PA)
Leadership Through Supervision (Missouri State
Department of Education)
Professional Development for Principals and
Supervisors (New Jersey Principal and' Supervisors
Association and Research for Better Schools),

3. Teacher Effectiveness Programs
Another subset of school improvement programs are those which fall into the

category of teacher effectiveness. Teacher effectiveness programs are those
attempts specifically aimed at the classroom teacher. They include techniques,
strategies. materials. and processes as well as staff development programs
designed to improve teacher instruction. Although audience specific, these

programs ate neither content specific (i.e., time on task, mastery learning, or
classroom managem-nt), nor process specific (i.e., assessment, training, and
development). These programs are developed from a knowledge base of find-
ings about teacher and classroom effectiveness. The following are approaches
used to address teacher effectiveness concerns:

Academic Learning Time and Achievement (Far West
Laboratory for Educational Research and Develop-
ment. S;:n Francisco. CA

Concerns Based Adoption Model (Research and De-
velopment Center for Teacher Education, University
of Texas , Austin)

Classroom Management (Institute for Research on
Teaching, Lansing, MI)
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Teacher Expectations and Student Achievement (laist
I,os Angeles mac, Schools, ('A)

Student Team Learning (Research ('enter on
Social Organi/ationlohns Hopkins University.
Washington. D.('.)
Improving Math Instruction I('EMRE,L, St Louis,
NI())

Improving Reading Instruction (('liNIREL. St, Louis.
NI())

Changing Teacher Practice Project (Research and De-
velopment Center for Teacher Education. University
of Texas. Austin I
Developmental Teacher livaluation Kit (National Edu.
cational Laboratory Publishers, Inc., Austin, TX).

More Effective Schooling Programs
More effective schooling refines school improventeta programs by referring

to specific findings which include process components for total school in-
volvemnt. They are content specific (strong administrative leadership, high
expectations. positive school climate, basic skills, ongoing assessment, and

staff development), audience specific (school building personnel), and process
specific (assessment, planning, implementation, and evaluation). They do not
include those programs which focus On single elements such as teachers, school
climate, classroom management, or assessment; instead, the total school envi-
ronment is considered by using an integrated approach to imprtfvement.

To more fully estahlish a definition of more effective schooling. seventeen
research studies and reviews were examined to formulate our criteria for
program identification. The Research consistently used an increase in achieve-

ment test scores of low-income and/or minority students towards the national
norm as t1;e means of assessing school effectiveness. Although the outcome
of such programs was standard. the components for realizing this outcome
were not.

Brookover and I.ezotte (1977) studied school effectiveness at the fourth-
grade level and compared eight elementary schools in Michigan whose reading

and athematies scores differed. Their studies identified those factors which
differed in "effective" and "ineffective" schools, 'he California State De-

partment of Education (1980) examined sixteen early childhood education
schools to idc,1 'fy the characteristics of schools whose third-grade reading

scores were increasing and compared them with those characteristics of schools
where third-grade reading scores were decreasing. Levine and Stark (1981)
compared Title I schools which used the Chicago Mastery Learning Program
and did not rely on pull-out programs. In Rutter's (1979) longitudinal study.
discipline, attendance, and employment were used to define effective schools.

Weber (1971). in his study of four elementary schools, examined reading
achievement gains and identified those factors which contributed to gains in

5



ieading scores, Trisiti in et al, 1 19761examined reading programs in elementary
sell il I and Ihe climacm hues which were directly related Iu sneeesshil wading
plogiak, In his stud x schools in I os Angeles, Annoy (NM) examined
Ilse school/classroom athletes and pradices Inch haw been the most silt:
vestal in r,lising III reading scores 01 haler oily children, A1111'114111 etch
researcher used a different el 'tenon for measuring who'll el lei I elless I I he

measurements focused on aelnex einem gains,
In one of the hest know n and most idely used literature reviews w hich

summari/es 3M studies, review s, and ;uncles, Ronald Edmonds (14)78h) iden-
tilled Ike components of an &coe school; strong administrative leadership;
high expectations for student achikk einem; an orderly and positive climate; an
emphasis on basic skitls; and ongoing and frequent monitoring of student
plogress, pnrkey and smith 11982) sommarind the findings from eight ease
studies Weber 147 I; k'eneisky and Winfield 1979: Rutter et at 1979;

Ilrookik et* et al. 1979: Brookover and 1.e/rule 1977; (Heim 1981; California
State Department of Education 1980; , ,ovine anti stark 19811, five com-
parative or outlier studies (Slew York :-..ate Department of Education
Roberts 1982: Austin 1979: Ise /title, Edmonds and Ratner I 974; Brookover and
Sdineider 1975; and Spat, and six priTram evaluation studies (Armor
et al. Mb; Trisman et al, 1q76; Doss and I lolly 1q82; and three carried out by

Hunter in I 979), %Vestbrook's review (1982) of more effective schooling
includes the findings Inuit six studies; Coleman I Wily, Weber 1971; Ilrookover
and I.e/one 1977; lirookover et al. 1979; Rutter et al, I 979; and Edmonds
(19783). Clark (1980). analyzing 117 urban education studies and Madden
I 197h), conducting a comparative study with 21 schools, identified charac-
teristics of instructionally effective schools. Wellisch 1 1978) examined leader-
ship behavior in nine highs achieving and thirteen less achieving schools.
Medley ( 1978 assessed teacher effective behaviors tin achievement.

Front the aforementioned studies, the seventeen components of more &cc-
the schooling varied in their identification of significant characteristics of
educational environments w hich increased the test scores of low-income and/or
minority. students. Howe% er, is categorical system emerged that incorporated
the multiplicity of characteristics under' six components, Five of the six are
those identified by Ronald Edmonds (1978a); strong administrative leadership,
positive school climate. basic skills, high expectations. and ongoing assess-
ment. An additional component, staff' development, was created to accommo-
date those characteristics which could not be classified within Edmonds's
categories, All the characteristics except those pertaining to staff development
could be distributed under the components identified by Edmonds. but in order
to incorporate these live components of effective schooling, staff development
is the sixth and essential process (component.

Table I lists the research studies and identifies those components found to he

significant in each study. All studies found strong administrative leadership, a
positive and orderly school climate, and high teacher ex pect Aims as significant
components in effective schools, Consequently, for identification and selection
of more effective schooling programs, these three components had to he
present.
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Using these major reviews of the literature and the research findings, a list of
characteristics found to he present in effective schools was developed and
categorized under the six components. Table 2 lists those characteristics posi-
tively associated with academic achievement gains. The letters following each
characteristic correspond with the research studies in Table I . Table 2 lists the
multiplicity of characteristics that the research studies have shown to be evident
in more effective schools. These characteristics do not define their component
but offer alternative means for its implementation. This allows for the flexibil-
ity necessary for more effective schooling programs to be responsive in diverse
educational environments.

Table 2

MORE EFFECTIVE SCHOOLING COMPONENTS AND RELATED
BEHAVIORS FOUND IN SEVENTEEN RESEARCH STUDIES

Strong Administrative Leadership (Component 1)
Characteristics Study
Principal contact with parents A, P

Balance of leadership role
teacher autonomy
Instructional leader
Strong leadership
Achievement oriented

Emphasizes achievement
Coordinates instructional

with

program

A, 0
A, G
C, F, I, N. P
C, E, F, J, L, M, N, 0, P, Q
C, D, 0,P
B, C, D, 0

Evaluates student progress
frequently C, D, F, J, L, 0, P
Sets instructional strategies B, D, E, F, J, K, L, M, 0, P, Q
Explicit goals G, H
Positive leadership
Shared decision making D, G
Sense of educational purpose

Supportive of teachers
Staff supervision based on Outcomes
data

School Climate (Component 2)
Characteristics
Discipline and order in a supportive
atmosphere

Study

Sense of educational purpose

8
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Shared decision making D, G

Atmosphere of order A, C, D, E, F, H, J, L, M, N, O,
Purpose for learning
Pleasure in learning
Building wide efficiebcy 0
Cooperative atmosphere 0
Parent initiation activities B, I

Clean physical plant
Staff concern for student welfare
Clearly recognized guidelines for
student behavior
Staff consensus on aims and purpose
of school
Discipline applied infrequently but
firmly

Collaborative planning A, I

Well managed classrooms A

Exchange of ideas among staff
Preventative rather than punitive
discipline
Order:y classrooms
Teacher efficacy

C, D, E, F, J, 0, P, Q
A

A

Parent, teacher, principal rapport A

Maximum autonomy for teachers A, I

Teacher flexibility A

School ethos
Student, teacher rapport
Collaborative staff development and
program implementation
High teacher morale
School autonomy from district
office

Joint planning from staff G, I

Emphasis on Basic Skills (Component 3)
Characteristics Study
Emphasis on Reading C, E, F, J, K, L, N, 0, P, Q

9
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Additional reading personnel

Use of phonics in reading

Individualization
Task oriented C, D, E, K, L, 0, Q

Direct instruction B. D, J. K, L, M
Through the grades reading and
math programs

Mastery reading

Emphasis on accomplishing
objectives

D

B

Compensatory education programs

Use of appropriate reinforcement
practices

Small group instruction

Time spent on instruction

Instructional planning

Grade level decision making

Curriculum allignment
Emphasis on higher level cognitive
skills
Homework
Small group instruction

Curriculum planning involvement C, J, K, L, N, 0
Classroom management actively
engaging students

High Expectations (Component 4)

Characteristics
Teachers hold high expectations of
student learning

Teacher emphasizes achievement

Praise

Study
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, J, K, L, M.
N, 0, P, Q
C. D, P.O
M

Reward systems D, J, K, L, M

Focus on low achieving students

Emphasis on higher level cognitive
skills
Treatment of students that
emphasizes success

Competitive learning teams

M

C

10



Ongoing Assessment (Component 5)

Characteristics Study

Careful evaluation of student
progress
Effective student assessment
systems
Instructional adaptability and
consistency 0
Teacher accountability for student
performance
Curriculum alignment
Simple procedures for monitoring
student work 0 -
Principal evaluates student progress D, J, K, L
Education of record keeping
Teacher frequently assesses pupil
progress C, D. F. L, 0, P
Comparative monitoring of student
progress
Immediate student progress

Staff Development (Component 6)

Characteristics Study

Ongoing inservice A, I

Topics determined by teacher A

Importance placed on staff
development G, 0
Ties to instructional program
Planning of activities A

Building specific
Resources availability G, I

For the purpose of this paper and in contrast to principal effectiveness,
teacher effectiveness, and school improvement programs, more effective
schooling programs are those efforts made to increase low-income and/or
minority students' standardized achievement scores falling below the national
norm. Program design components should include administrative leadership, a
positive and orderly school climate, high expectations, basic skills, ongoing
assessment, and staff development, but more effective schooling programs
require implementation of three of the six.

The criteria for this definition of more effective schooling were used for
selection of the programs in Chanter 3 and provide a framework for dikussion,

is



III. MODEL PROGRAMS IMPLEMENTING MORE
EFFECTIVE SCHOOLING RESEARCH FINDINGS

This chapter examines four State Education Agency (SEA) programs (1-4)
and four Local Education Agency (LEA) programs (5-8) that implement more
effective schooling research findings and that Operate from the definition used
in this paper. Again, the criteria for selecting these programs were: ( I) Efforts
made to increase achievement scores as a measurement of effectiveness: and (2)
attempts to integrate three of the six components into the program design.

These exemplary programs do not represent all that is being implemented as a
result of effective schooling research. Based on the contacts made and materials
received by the authors, these programs were selected to describe processes
which actualize the criteria presented here. The programs reflect the versatility
of the components and their relevancy to multiple environments. Common to
all the described programs, regardless of whether they are administered at the
state or local level, is an emphasis on individual school concerns within the
context of the local district. Also emerging through program exploration is a
generic process for the replication of more effective schooling. programs. The
following eight programs are models that can he replicated for the purpose of
achieving more effective schooling.

1. Connecticut School Effectiveness Project
The Connecticut State Department of Education in conjunction with the

Northeast Regional Exchange has developed an exemplar for implementing
more effective schooling programs at the building level. Through the Connec-
ticut School Effectiveness Project. begun in 1981. thirty-one schools in eigh-
teen public school systems have developed and implemented action plans based
on more effective schooling research.

The definition of effective schools used in this project was consistent with the
research (Edmonds 1979) and reflected the first criterion identified in this
paper. "It is a school that brings low income children to the minimum basic
skills mastery level which now describes minimally successful performance
for middle income children.'' (Connecticut State Department of Education
1981. 4).

To achieve this goal for more effective schooling, seven components were
identified for incorporation into program designs: the first five corresponded
with this paper's criteria. They were:

I. safe and orderly climate
1. instructional leadership
3. high expectations
4. opportunity to learn and student time on task
5. frequent monitoring of student progress
6. clear school mission and purpose
7. purposeful parent and community involvement.

1217



This program's objectives indicated that these seven characteristics must be
addressed simultaneously and none could be omitted from the local school's
plan of action. All had to he included in the organizational framework and be
interactive. As expressed in the project's philosophy, "the ethos produced by
these characteristics working.in harmony is greater than the sum of their parts"
(Connecticut State Department of Education 1981, 6). This synergistic effect
was fundamental to the success of the project.

There were conditions which had to be present before any school could
become involved in the program. Each school had to make a voluntary com-
mitment to participate. The principal had to understand and support the research
on more effective schooling and the programmatic design of the project. The
relevancy of the project to the needs and goals of the faculty had to be
recognizable. The community and the school district's central office had to
provide ongoing support, encouragement, and resources.

The Connecticut School Effectiveness Project had a five-part process in-
cluding initial contact, dialogue and commitment, assessment, action-plan
development, and action-plan implementation. The facilitation of the total
process was done by representatives from the State Department of Education.
They were responsible for the initiation of the program. but subsequent to
implementation being securely integrated into the school functioning, their role
was to be diminished.

Initial Contact This first stage provided the preliminary description of the
program. including research, logistics, and commitment, to the district
superintendent. The superintendent had to make a commitment to reciprocate
with services to other districts, to assign a central-office staff person as project
coordinator, to obtain commitment from the participating principal, and to
provide financial support for requested resources.

Dialogue and Commitment When the objectives of the first stage had
been met, the state representative met with the principal of the designated
school and discussed the programmatic design. Primary emphasis was placed
on the method of analyzing the school in relation to the seven components, An
assessment team was provided by the state department to assist in collecting the
data, but the extrapolations were the school's responsibility. The action plan
process was discussed thoroughly, and a commitment was obtained for its
implementation. The faculty was also informed of the program and concerns,
and involvement requirements were discussed with the state representative and
principal. The second stage was completed when the required commitment was
received from the principal and a significant number of faculty members.

Assessment The assessment process involved an intensive two or three
days during which the total faculty was polled for their perceptions about the
existence of the seven components in their school. One half of the faculty
participated in The Connecticut School Effectiveness Interview. The other half
responded to the Connecticut School Effectiveness Questionnaire, a pencil-
and-paper technique for school analysis. Student achievement data were
examined to illustrate similarities and differences among students' social class
dimensions. Archival data were also gathered to expand the school profile in

13
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relation to the existence of the seven .omponents.
The collected and unanalyzed data were presented to the faculty by the

principal and a five-member faculty team. Additional information and concerns
were solicited.

Developing the Action Plan At this fourth stage, the principal and the
team analyzed the data and developed an action plan based on the outcomes of
the total assessment process. The team worked for two or three des away from
the building.

Implemertation The final stage of the project was ongoing. The team
reported to the faculty on the proposed action plan based on the assessment
findings. Input and revision were welcomed. When the plan was finalized,
resource people were identified who could provide the necessary staff de-
velopment activities to assure the realization of the seven components. On an
annual basis data were gathered to trace the success of the program. At tL end
of the second year, notable increases in achievement scores of low-income
students were expected to be evident.

Due to the recent development of this program, sufficient time has not yet
elapsed to ascertain the impact based on achievement score analysis. However,
a primary purpose of the program was to increase the scores of low-income
and/or minority students by fulfilling one of the two criterion for more effective
schooling. The second criterion was also met since five of the six components
are integrated into the program deSign.

Four stages of program implementation were evidenced. Extensive attention
was directed towards initial assessment. These findings were the basis for
specifying procedures to respond to the unique concerns of individual schools
while remaining consistent to the criteria of more effective schooling im-
plementation. A planning stage was integral to program development and
required the involvement of a majority of school personnel. This encouraged a
strong commitment during implementation, and the program outlined specific
strategies to enable the attainment of the program's goals. The evaluation
process was formative and summative and was crucial to ongoing relevancy and
effectiveness of the program.

2. Alaska Effective Schooling Program
Pursuant to an administrative order issued by Governor Jay Hammond of

Alaska, a task force on effective schooling was established on January 6, 1981.
The purpose was to clarify the public schOols responsibilities and to identify
more effective schooling practices. In conjunction with the Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory (NWREL), an examination of effective schooling was
conducted using an evaluation of general conditions (experiences, broad-based
research. and theory) and research-based practices. Emerging from this study
were p:imary conditions, indirect conditions, and practices validated by re-
search that contributed to effective schooling practices. "Primary conditions
are those that have a direct positive impact upon the day-to-day learning of most
students" (Alaska Department of Education 1981, 23). Eighteen primary con-
ditions were identified as essential to effective schooling practices. These
include such items as positive school climate, high expectations, basic skills,
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staff development, parent involvement, and mastery learning. Indirect condi-
tions were found to have an effect on instruction and achievement. However,

indirect conditions are factors over which the school has little or no control"
(Alaska Department of Education 1981, 26). The nine conditions identified
included funding policies, teacher training, parent responsibilities, and Board

of Education policies. The research-validated practices were "some conditions
or practices that may impact upon effective schooling where empirical evidence
is needed to either support or refute the practice" (Alaska Department of
Education 1981, 29). The six variables chosen for initial research review were:

( I ) parent participation: (2) computer-assisted instruction; (3) class size; (4) the
principal as an instructional leader: (5) time factors: and (6) classroom organi-

zation and grouping.
Thi, extensive examination of the conditions determining effective school-

ing practices conducted by die Alaska State Department and NWREL created
an operational foundation for program design and implementation. The
emerging components that were considered in local school planning were
leadership, school climate, high expectations, basic skills, and ongoing as-
sessment of student progress. A discussion of the components of more effective
schooling and this program's process for local school implementation follows.

I. Strong instructional leadership in the school is essential for improvement.
This may or may not be the principal, but the administrative leader who is

a strong instructional leader can maintain a concentrated focus and
encourage ongoing commitment. Goals need to be set by the school
faculty. but the realization of these goals is facilitated by the leadership.

2. When school climate is positive, the potential for more effective school-

ing criteria to be present is greater. Students, staff, and parents involved
in the learning process stimulate high motivation for meeting the goals
and provide opportunities for increased achievement.

3. High expectations are held by the faculty for learning and achievement.
These are communicated clearly and reflected in the curriculum. Teach-

ing strategies are designed to enable these expectations to be met'.

4. Basic skills attainment is reflected in the curriculum by goals, processes,

and resource identification. Organized lessons and established routines
provide an effective framework for increased achievement scores.

5. Ongoing assessment is crucial for evaluating whether programs and
teachers are meeting their goals. The findings provide data for maintain-
ing or reorganizing curriculum. The more informationgathered, the more

effective the school can become.

These five more effective schooling components which are evidenced in the
Alaska Effective Schooling Program are congruent with this paper's criteria.
Efforts for increased achievement scores are exemplified within the component

descriptors of this program.
This plan for implementing effective schooling practices will become opera-

tional during 1982-83. It is an ongoing, open-ended process of setting forth the

goals of improved quality of instruction and increased student achievement.
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Initial involvement will include three volunteer school districts. The process of
training is "based on an incremental skill-building approach with training
sessions phased over time and interspersed with applications of the skills and
concepts in the local school setting" (Alaska Department of Education 1981,
3-4). The training allows for differing levels of awareness, understanding, and
skills to be addressed and extended. Peer assistance is believed to be motiva-
tional and is encouraged within the design. The initial stage of training provides
an awareness of the research on the goals of effective school practices.

Training One A three-day training session includes an orientation to the
program'and the development of procedures for assessing building-level skills,
knowledge, and attitudes. The teams determine the techniques for assessing
their school's readiness and the current level of effective practice.

Interim Between Training One and Two, the teams conduct an onsite
school assessment to identify effective practices as well as areas needing
improvement. The interim culminates in a school profile that defines the most
relevant direction for school improvement.

Training Two Training Two is a three-day session designed to examine
and analyze the data secured during the interim period. Additional information
and skills are explored to assist teams in determining their action plan for
implementing more effective schooling. The teams examine processes for staff
development. instructional support. and resource acquisition. Upon comple-
tion of Training Two the teams have the knowledge, skills, and attitudes
necessary for more effective schooling implementation, and an action plan to
structure and direct this implementation.

Interim The interim between Training Two and Three is spent operation-
alizing the action plan, building staff support systems, and identifying neces-
sary resources.

Training Three The purpose of this three-day workshop is for sharing and
assessing action plan implementation. Focus is also directed towards the
development of monitoring and evaluation systems. The teams identify the
skills. knowledge, and attitudes necessary to maintain and improve upon the
plan's effectiveness.

Debriefing At the end of the first year of implementation a session is held
to gather feedback regarding the impact of the program on the schools. Revi-
sions and additions to the plan are made for the following year. Subse- .

quent training activities to assist the teams in effective schooling practices are
determined.

The training for the Alaska Effective Schooling Program was initiated during
the 1982-83 academic year. Therefore, no description of outcomes is currently
available. The components of the program do support the findings of more
effective schooling research.

3. Instructional Management Systems for Missouri (IMS)
The Missouri State Board of Education adopted the Instructional Manage-

ment System (IMS) as a top priority for the 1981-82 school year. This system
was a way of organizing instruction and managing learning. IMS was de-
veloped in order to create an operative structure using the significant conclu-
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sions of recent school research, Six components were identified as primary to
effective program implementation:

I. high expectations for learning
2. strong leadership by building principals
3. emphasis on instruction in the basic skills
4, clear-cut instructional objectives
5. mastery learning and testing for mastery
6. school discipline and climate.
The two premises from which IMS operated and incorporated these six

components were:
I. All students can learn what we teach in school to a satisfactory level if

teachers believe they can and school is organized to provide varying
amounts of time for each student to learn.

2. For students to be self-motivated to continue learning throughout their
school career and through life, they must spend more than half of their
time working on tasks at which they experience a high degree of success.
This implies that each student, because each learns at differing rates,
should have his or her schoolwork presented to him or her at a rate no
faster than he or she can master. Learning deficits should not be allowed
to accumulate (Missouri State Department of Elementary and Secondary
Education 1982, 5). The theory of teaching to objectives and the theory of
mastery learning were the foundations of IMS and directed the emphasis
towards actualizing the components of more effective schooling.

The commitment on the part of the Missouri Board of Education to this
program for addressing the individual needs of students within public education
had initiated local school district action. The process issued for integrating IMS
into local school operations had seven steps. The first three had to occur in
sequential order, but the remaining four could be implemented any time
thereafter.

Step One focused on the adoption of district goals and objectives. School
district staff, parents, citizens, and recent graduates were involved in reviewing
and determining educational goals and objectives. Specific objectives iden-
tified minimum mastery levels for all students: others were stressed but not
required.

In the Second Step these district objectives were made grade level or subject
specific. Th.y were categorized sequentially for teaching objectives and learn-
ing outcomes. School district staff were involved in establishing objective
relevancy and cross - reinforcement.

Step three requited teachers responsible for specific objectives to establish
the level of performance necessary to indicate mastery. Formative evaluation
procedures were developed for these objectives,

The next three steps included the planning of teaching strategies, develop-
ment of a record-keeping system, and the adoption of a supervision process,
These were addressed from the foundational premises and were designed to
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assure the accomplishment of the determined objectives.
71w seventh step involved the program's monitoring and evaluation by the

school board. An adequate testing and assessment program was determined and
adopted so that the measurement of the program's effectiveness could be
periodically ascertained. Means for communicating progress to the public had
to be determined. Budgeting systems also had to be responsive to the objectives
so that allocations of staff and financial resources were beneficial.

Due to the recent adoption of IMS by Missouri, sufficient time has not been
available to measure its impact. The provision of an organizational system for
schools does enable focused attention on district emphasis.
4. New Jersey Education Association (NJEA) School Effectiveness

Training (SET) Project
In 1980. the Urban Education Committee of the New Jersey Education

Association developed the School Effectiveness Training (SET) Project. Its
formulation was based on the research of Madden (1976), Brookover et al.
(1979), Edmonds and Frederiksen (1978), and Rutter et al. (1979). From the
findings came an identification process for effective schooling and the isolation
of essential factors which characterize effective schools. "Schools which are
defined as effective on the basis of success and equitability in student perfor-
mances on standardized tests are paired with ineffective schools of similar
socioeconomic profiles, and the factors unique to effective schools are then
isolated (McNeely 1981,2). The five components emerging from the research
and incorporated into a diagnostic prescriptive and action process by the Urban
Education Committee were:

1. leadership that takes instructional responsibility for the school building
2. high expectations on the part of all the building staff for all the students
3. a relaxed but orderly building and learning environment
4. a building-wide emphasis on basic skills
5. consistent and reliable monitoring for results.
The purpose of the SET project was to mobilize resources for integrating

these factors into the learning community. The criteria used by the authors to
identify more effective schooling programs was therefore met by this program.
The effort to bring low-income/minority scores on national achievement tests
up to the national norm was stated, and the five components selected were
consistent with those identified in this paper.

In the fall of 1980. the Urban Education Committee gave an overview of the
project to state and local educational agencies and organizations. In the two
years of the project's existence, three schools have volunteered to participate.
Support for and commitment to the project by the school, district personnel, and
community members was mandatory for participating schools. Each of these
three schools have participated in the three-phase school improvement program
that defined the action process founded in the descriptive research. These
phases were:

I. an initial workshop in which all personnel in the school building are taken
out of the building for three days of action planning and organizing
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a follow-up period of continued facilitation and organizational develop-
ment during which time the action planning and organizing are used to
re-structure behavioral patterns in the school building

3. a periodic delivery of competencies needed to maintain and expand the
action planning and ;mplementation of school objectives (McNeely

1981, 3).
The first phase of the SET Project included a total school assessment,

identification of target r.i-eas, statement of short and long term goals, and
formulation of realistic strategies for action plan implementation. Trainers and

resources were provided by NJEA.
The second phase of the project was the implementation process which takes

at least two years. A facilitator-developer was assigned to each building and
worked in conjunction with the coordinating, task, and factor committees. This
person was assigned by NJEA but worked at the request of the local school
staff. Technical assistance, requested training, needed resources, and overall
action-plan implementation assistance were the services provided by the
facilitator-developer upon request.

Phase three occurred simultaneously with phase two. Extended training and
strategy identification reinforced and expanded the effectiveness of the pro-
gram objectives.

The design of the SET Project was such that the responsibilities initially

assumed by NJEA were eventually transferred to the local district level. The
training-of-trainers component expanded the cadre of qualified leaders and
disseminated the resources to a broader group of local educational personnel. A
monitoring and evaluation process is being developed and implemented by
NJEA in cooperation with Research for Better Schools. This will enable
reliable, ongoing evaluation processes for local school programs. Continued
effectiveness and local autonomy will therefore be enhanced.

The outcomes of the SET Project after two years of operation indicated a
positive impact. Areas that have improved since the program was initiated are

school morale and behavior, teacher attendance, assertive championing of
students, acquisition of resources, safety and security, discipline, community
relations, and parental involvement. Comparative data are not yet available to

describe student achievement performance. However, teachers have observed
improvement in classroom performance. The expectation is that this trend will

continue.

5. Rising to Individual Scholastic Excellence (RISE) in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Milwaukee Public Schools began the development of a more effective
schooling program known as RISE (Rising to Individual Scholastic Excellence)
in 1979. The operational definition is based on the research findings of Ronald

Edmonds and Wilbur Brookover. "Instructionally effective schools (are)
schools in which low-income students acquire mastery of basic skills that
currently are mastered by most middle class students" (Eubanks and Levine

1983, 40).
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Five characteristics of instructionally effective schools were identified as the
core of school improvement plans. These characteristics, determined by
Edmonds' research to be present in effective schools, were:

I. strong leadership at the school level
2. high expectations for student performance, conveyed by all staff
3. an orderly school learning climate
4. strong emphasis on teaching the basic skills
5. frequent evaluation and ongoing monitoring of pupil progress.
The development team of Project RISE integrated these and additional

components into six categories that would provide a framework for local school
improvement planning. These categories and their descriptions follow.

School Climate Strong sense of academic mission; high expectations
conveyed to all students; strong sense of identification/affiliation; ongoing
recognition of personal/academic excellence.

Curriculum Grade level expectations in reading, mathematics and lan-
guage arts; planning and monitoring for full content coverage: use of the
accelerated curriculum (planning for more than one year's growth).

Instruction Efficient classroom management through structured learning
environment; key instructional behaviors (review and homework check, de-
velopmental lesson, process/product check, actively monitored seatwork, and
related homework assignment); direct instruction as the main pedagogical
approach for basic skills; academic priority evidenced in increased amount of
allocated time; maximizing academic engaged time (time-on-task); reading,
mathematics. and language arts instruction beginning in kindergarten.

Coordination of Supportive Services Instructional approach curriculum
content, and materials of supplementary instructional services are coordinated
with classroom program; pull-out approach is used only if it does not fragment
the classroom instructional program, does not interfere with the efforts to
maximize academic engaged time (time-on-task), and does not reduce the
amount of allocated time.

Evaluation Frequent assessment of student progress on a routine basis
(such as "Friday -test day"): precise and informative report card with emphasis
on acquisition of basic skills; serious attitude towards test-taking as an affirma-
tion of individual accomplishment; test-taking preparation and skills.

Parent and Community Support Regular and consistent communication
with parents: clearly defined school homework policy which is explained to
parents and students; emphasis upon importance of regular school attendance;
increasing awareness of community services available to reinforce and extend
students' academie program (Eubanks and Levine 1983, 43).

The initial year of the project, I979-80, was devoted to planning for instruc-
tional improvement. The target population were eighteen elementary and two.
middle schools. These were selected by central office personnel based on the
characteristics of the student body. The population was composed of a high
percentage of low-income, minority students, and the standardized achieve-
ment tests reflected a significant proportion of below average scores. During
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this year participating school faculties were involved in training and staff
development activities to assist in improving the planning design. Strategies
were suggested that would enable the plan to effectively address the six
categories. Unique concerns within each of the twenty schools, in relationship
to district goals. were considered and incorporated in strategy determination.

There were conditions within the RISE schools that seemed to facilitate the
program's effectiveness in realizing its components. Due to the nature of the
teachers' schedules, there was a significant amount of time available for
planning. development, and evaluation, thus reducing the need for financial
resources to assist in ongoing assessment. Curriculum specialists were assigned
to work with each school in Project RISE. In most cases an assistant principal
was on the. staff. At least one full-time reading-resource teacher was in each
school. Chapter I personnel were available resources. A team from the central
office visited each RISE school and provided ongoing evaluation feedback to
the principal. RISE principals attended monthly meetings and gained assistance
from central office personnel and university faculty. To provide direction, the
program had a coordinating board composed of two principals, two curriculum
specialists. and the project director.

The outcomes, after two years of program implementation. gave a positive
evaluation for effectiveness. There was evidence that the majority of principals
had become active instructional leaders. Policies had become incorporated into
the schools' functioning that reflect the more effective schooling components.

Another measurement of the realization of ins; uctionally effective schools
was the increase in standardized test scores of low-. :ome students.

Direct evidence indicating Unproven) in achieve-
ment is available in the form of st. 4ardized test
scores showing that the percentn RISE third
graders in the lowest reading perfi category
(bottom three stanines) decreased frc, ..)t rcent in
1981 to 32 percent in 1982, compared w ith decree
from 23 percent to 22 percent for the MPS as a whole.
Similarly, small reductions in the percentage of RISE
students in the lowest performance category also were
recorded in fifth and seventh grade 4..ading and fifth
grade mathematics. At the fifth gra-,e level, the aver-
age percentage of students (unweighted mean of indi-
vidual school percentages) in the lowest reading per-
formance category was 40 percent in 1982 as com-
pared with 55 percent in 1979; the comparable figures
for filth grade math were 42 percent in 1979 and 2I
percent in 1982" (Eubanks and Levine 1983, 8).

It is evidenced that RISE fulfilled the criteria used in this paper to define a
more effective schooling program. By integrating live of the six components in
school programs for the purpose of increasing standardized test scores of
low-income and/or minority students, positive results have been achieved.
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6. Effective School Project (ESP) in Chicago
The Chicago desegregation plan recommended to the Board of Education in

the summer of 1981, that a strong instructional intervention strategy be pro-
vided to racially isolated schools. Concerns associated with this population
were achievement scores, student mobility, and attendance and suspension
rates. Upon the approval of the board. the Effective Schools Project (ESP) was
initiated in August of 1981, to begin implementation in September of 1981.

The target population reflected the concerns identified. Forty-five schools
were selected that had the requested demographics. Of course, 35 had a student
population that was 97 or more percent black, and 10 had a student population
that was 73 or more percent Hispanic. Thirty-six schools were elementary, 4
were branches of multi-site elementary schools, 2 were middle schools, 2 were
upper-grade centers and I was primary. The median percent of the 'students
from low-income familities was 69 percent. These 45 schools had the lowest
1980 and 1981 reading and math scores from racially identifiable schools.
Therefore, the population and performance status of the schools were consistent
with the largest populations described in the more effective schooling research.

Six factors were identified that were believed to be critical in raising
achievement scores. These were modified from studies done by Edmonds
(1978b) and others.

The operational components of the school planning designs and their de-
scriptions. also modified from the research, follow.

1. Time on Task The amount of engaged learning time a student spends
actually involved in a meaningful, well-planned, structured learning
environment. Programmatic initiatives in this area may include; reor-
ganized instructional models and focus; extended school day; a com-
prehensive arts program; eleven-month school year.

2. Expectations for Learning Educators working with the urban poor or
with any children must believe that their students can learn and that they

can teach them. Activities (may include) personal development; cultural
awareness; staff development: parent participation; cultural diversity in
learning styles.

3. Strong Principal Leadership Leadership cements together the compo-
nents of the effective school .. . Recommended programmatic initiatives

. include: establishing a Local School Planning Committee; developing

a Teacher Cadre; promoting faculty stability; increasing staff develop-
ment days.

4. Parental and Community Involvement The effect of parental involve-

ment cannot be underestimated.. . . Recommended program initiatives in

this area include implementation of parental assisted prescriptive
homework programs and efforts to more fully involve these schools in the

Adopt-A-School Program.
5. Evaluation Utilization Potential Focus on the following areas will

improve the use of school data for purposes other than description:
understanding factors in the modified Chicago design; data collection and
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analysis; planning and goal setting; self - conducted needs assessment;
staff development.

6. General School Climate Many factors impact on the general climate
within a school , . aspects of the school climate subject to direct inter-
vention .. , (include): closed campus; faculty stability; staff/student
morale; condition of building (Eubanks and Levine 1983, 11-12).

The process incorporating the effective schooling project in the forty-five
schools began in August of 1981 with a week -long planning workshop. Teams
of principals and teachers from the participating schools discussed research
findings on effective schools, An eighty-item needs assessment instrument was
reviewed, explained, and received by all ESP principals for local school
administration. Following this inservice, school action plans were developed.
These were designed using the data from the needs assessment in conjunction
with the six guiding components. There was no requirement to incorporate all
of these into the action plan, nor was there a structured means of in( !tiding the

data from the assessment. However, there were two basic considerations
emphasized in the action plan development: instructional methods and organi-
zational modifications.

Among the actions most frequently undertaken by
schools were to employ a full-time person to work
with staff in improving reading; employment of a
teacher for art, musk: science, or social studies; a
variety of activities to improve school climate and
time-on-task; more intensive use of support services
in implementing and instruction; introduction of in-
school suspension programs or other components to
improve attendance; and purchase of staff develop-
ment and in-service training resources. Eighteen of
the ESP schools conducted or helped conduct summer
schools in 1982, and eight others arranged to send
their students to other locations (Eubanks and Levine
1983, 13).

At the beginning of the second year of implementation (August, 1982), a
ten-day conference was held for ESP school teams. These teams were made up

of representatives from both certified and noncertified school staff. The pur-
pose was to revise and update their action plan for the subsequent year of
involvement in ESP.

Action-plan monitoring and support was enhanced by a six-member, full-
time staff assigned to administer ESP. Also, the Action Plan .Review Criteria
Instrument had been developed to assess the relationship of activities and
programs to the plan's objectives.

The outcome of ESP cannot yet be fully described. Due to certain factors
(i.e., large population, inadequate preprogram test scores, and brevity of
program implementation), reliable data have not been gathered for analysis.
What is available does indicate apparent realization of program goals. The
findings express the limitation that
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it is difficult to determine the degree to which ESP
achievement gains should he attributed to the project
or to other external actions and changes.

Regarding academic achievement, data analysis
indicates that eight-year-olds at ESP schools gained
seven months in reading in 1981-82, compared with
five months in 1980-81. Similarly, eleven-year-olds
gained nine months in 1981-82 compared with seven
months in 1980-81, and thirteen-year-olds gained 11
months in 1981-82 compared with seven months in
1980-81. City-wide, reading scores of eight-year-olds
remained the same between 1981 and 1982, the scores
of eleven- and thirteen-year-olds improved by I and 2
months, respectively; thus gains at ESP schools were
greater than for the entire city. Gains of nine and
eleven months among eleven- and thirteeert -year-
olds, respectively, were particularly encouraging in
view of the fact that ESP schools have had low-
achieving students in preceding years (Eubanks and
Levine 1983, 15-16).

The findings which are available do describe positive growth as a result of
more effective schooling programs. Based on the demographics of the target
population, one of the criteria for defining this program as effective was a rise in
the test scores of low-income and/or minority students towards the national
norm. The program components addressed five of the six more effective
schooling components, therefore achieving the second criterion.

7. Project SHAL, St. Louis, Missouri
Project SHAL is a program based on the more effective schooling research

conducted by Ronald Edmonds (1978a). The project services Area I of the St.
Louis Public Schools. The impetus for the development of the program came
from Area Superintendent Rufus Young's effort to determine the unique needs

of the schools in Area 1. Support was provided by the Midwest Race and Sex
Desegregation Assistance Centers and the Danforth Foundation for the de-
velopment and implementation of the project. An assessment process was
developed in 1979. Emerging from the findings were several activities, includ-
ing goal identification, administrative leadership, seminars, individual instruc-
tional plans, mastery reading program, and exploration of more effective
schooling components. These activities culminated in the initiation and im-
plementation of Project SHAL.

The five primary components of Edmonds' research, strong administrative
leadership; high teacher expectations; positive school climate; emphasis on
basic skills; and regular ongoing assessment of student progress, reflected the
areas of focus of the initial district activities. These became the operational
components of Project SHAL. Also encompassed by Project SHAL was Ed-

monds' definition of more effective schooling: "Effective schools (are) those
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schools that teach basic skills to the children of minority and poor as effectively
and successfully as they teach the children of the middle class" (Edmonds in
C'odianni 1982, 3). This definition, including the five identified components, is
consistent with the definition of more effective schooling used in this paper.

To achieve more effective schools, the following goals were established for
Area I where twenty-two of the thirty-three schools are racially isolated: ) an
increase in the average academic achievement of the students in those schools to
or above the national norm; and 2) the development of educational programs
that not only improve academic achievement but can also be replicated.
(Codianni 1982. 5). This second goal was a unique aspect of this program.
"Project SHAL is not a research project but a developmental process to assist
educational personnel to increase student academic achievement utilizing the
components of Ronald Edmonds' More Effective Schooling Studies"
(Codianni 1982. 5). A description of Project SHAL's five-part process follows.

Orientation In this phase technical assistance and consultations were
provided for all project participants (four schools) and were focused on the five
components of more effective schooling. Workshops and inservice sessions
were conducted for administrators and school staff to familiarize personnel with
the project goals and begin preparation in each school for self-assessment. (This
process was implemented in the spring of 1981 with an additional twelve
schools.)

Assessment This phase involved the cooperative development of a self-
assessment tool by school staff, the administration of these assessment tools,
and the analysis of the results. The development of the tool was considered a
very significant task for the staff. It provided an opportunity for personnel to
begin to internalize the five major components from Edmonds' research as they
prepared to assess their staff's level of development in those specific areas. This
process was implemented in the spring of 1981 with the first four schools and
was implemented in the spring of 1982 with the additional twelve schools.

Planning A four-week summer institute was conducted for the staff of the
original four schools in the summer of 1981, and a four-week summer institute
for the additional twelve schools was conducted in the summer of 1982. In this
institute, staff were provided the opportunity to begin planning and designing
implementation strategies that made use of the results of their preassessments.
Curriculum development and development of instructional and motivational
strategies occurred. The staffs also explored more extensively the major com-
ponents of the project.

Implementation Implementation of more effective schooling strategies
for the original four schools began in the fall of 1981 and continued throughout
the school year. The additional twelve started implementing their programs in.
the fall of 1982.

Replication The replication model was developed in conjunction with the
Midwest Race and Sex Desegregation Assistance Center's staff, the adminis-
tration of Area 1's Central Office, and the four building principals. Outside
consultants were brought in to assist the staff in developing a replication model
for Project SHAL which will be used in the twelve additional schools. As a
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result of this process, a replication model emerged. Through participant input,
consultant expertise, and research findings, four stages were identified, De-
scriptions of program elements and major outcomes are described in the chart

that follows,
The effectiveness of Project SHAL has been documented in the interim

project evaluation which stated:
Both types of data quartile data and preliminary
statistical analyses show that even in its short time
of operation, Project SHAL has recorded outstanding
successes. Although it is not yet possible to track
individual pupils with "matched" data, use of aggre-
gate data show that more SHAL schools are statisti-
cally (.05) at or beyond the national norms on CAT
[California Achievement TestJ than are City or Area
schools, The SHAT. schools have scored impressive
gains in moving pupils from low to high quartiles in
reading and math. Even though the SHAL schools
started behind the City and Area I schools in every
category, the SHAL schools have met or surpassed
the City and Area 1 schools. In eight comparisons of
gains over time, SHAL was higher on six, even on
one, and lower on only one when compared to both

City and Area I schools.
It seems safe to report that SHAL schools are mak-

ing outstanding progress toward achieving the goal of
getting pupils at or above national norms on the CAT
for reading and math. These results are important,
especially since SHAL has been working with pupils
for such a short time.

The second goal of SHAL, a replication model, has
been achieved. The model needs some actual use and
testing. Movement of SHAL concepts to an additional
12 schools in Area I should provide an opportunity for

this field test.
Some refinements in evaluation are needed to pro-

vide better evaluation results, Many of these refine-
ments have been discussed in this report.

All preliminary indications at the current point in
time point to SHAL as a winner! (Achilles and Du Vall

1082, 30)
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CHART 1:

PROJECT SIIA14: AN EFFECtIVE SCHOOL IMPLEMENTATION/REPLICATION MODEL

PROGRAM ELEMENTS

grins

Awareness or

Interest

Knowledge and

Persuasion)

LEVELS

RECOGNITION

AND

ORIENTAfrioN

LEVEL I

ADMINISTRATIVE

LEADERSHIP

+1...mmomftim.mtowaso~tiorammonapieamiommolimoi

SCHOOL CLIMATE HIGH EXPECTATIONS

Strong commitment from "central office,"

Set up some snore for getting, things done (i,e administrative council to coordinate project

activities, Task Forces to develop plans for prom elements, Grade Level and Content Area

Committees),

Plan to keep the principal and stuff In the same building for several years (Continuity of Leadership),

Develop Readiness and Receptivity through public relations and stuff awareness workshops,

Develop a program and evaluation plan; collect baseline data on attendance, discipline referrals, school

climate profiles, and student ID's for all students tit start of project,

Evaluation or

Trial

(Implementation)

Decision

EXPLORATION

AND

DESIGN

LEVEL 2

Principal is a believer; is

committed; rededicates him/

herself to gait/ education;

develops activities consistent

with the purposes of education;

establishes building goals and

sets norms; remakes schedule to

support such practice as

learning blocks and common

teacher planning lime; fosters

open communication,

decisionimaking, and

problemisolving channels;

refocuses his/her efforts on

instruction,

Staff analyzes school climate

profile, and building plans are

developed to improve identified

problem MRS, Committees

formed to plan strategies,

Instruction and learning are seen

as the primary focus of school,

However, factors affecting

instruction such as discipline,

rules, and building plant arc still

examined, Consistent

Discipline Code /Handbook

developed/updated,

Motivational devices (buttons

and murals) stress the positive,

Award Days. Lots of student

oriented activities, Neat

building grounds, A clean

environment is promoted as

everyone's responsibility,

Principal and staff set national

norms as standards for group

achievement test results, Staff

establishes high expectation for

all persons in school, Emphasis

on positive expectations,

"Critical mass" of teachers

become believers,
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PROGRAM ELEMENTS

ADMINISTRNIVE

STAGES LEVELS LEADERSHIP

I hl PLEM ENTAT ION Principal focuses ;climate,

(FRIA LIPIL(1T) high expectations, bible skills,

assessment, pupil achievement

(whl refocuses staff interest on

these); plans within sense of

timing and moves front goblent

to program orientation; s highly

visible (school grounds,

hallways, and classrooms);

schedules instructional

supervision sessions; plans

instructional events into the

schedule; provides ongoing

support to staff while focusing

on key goals of the project;

strives to achieve school norms;

knows school; pupils, parents,

staff and neighborhood; treats

parentsistudentsistaff with

respect,

Evaluation or

(Implementation)

1)ecision

Adoption or

Adoption

(Incorporation)

Confirmation

LEVEL 3

SCHOOL CLIMNIE

Respect and courtesy permeate

the building, Sense of

community and pride in

building is fell and exhibited

through potluck meals, informal

coffees, etc, Sense of spirit,

Staff members feel they are pan

of the school, Teachers fed

responsible for nil students and

for classroom discipline, If

teachers have problems, they

tone or visit home (etc,),

Mutual respect between and

among students and stuff,

Planning time is for planning

(no TV) and scheduled so that

groups of teachers ore together

for planning, Students know

thoi rules and Code of Conduct

are implemented and

consistently enforced,

HIGH EXPECTATIONS

Principal focuses On uilding

and Individual goals and on

national achievement norms,

Success is something seen as

onalooble by everyone,

Increased honor roll, good

citizenship, attendance and

other incentive awards,

Ongoing principollteacher

discussions about tests

CAT), Continuous inservice

efforts on expectations,

interactions and their

relationships to achievement,

Many pupils' behavior exhibits

high goals and expectations,

INSTITUTIONALIZATION

AND

RENEWAL

Principal coordinates

instructional programs;

emphasizes achievement; sets

broad schookide goals and

objectives; sets personal goals

and objectives; transmits

well.defmed set of goals to

faculty, parents and community;

plans and schedules to make

optimal use of human and

physical resources; accepts

responsibility for what goes on

at school; emphasizes teacher

Discipline code outlines

consequences of unacceptable

behavior, Discipline code is

enforced consistently and fairly;

is understood and accepted by

most parents, teachers and

students, School functions as a

coherent whole rather than

teachers functioning as

individuals, Principal promotes

an atmosphere that is orderly

without being rigid, quiet

without being oppressive, and

Staff believes all students can

master basic objectives,

Students arc expected to gain

one year or more on

standardized test for each school

year (math, reading, writing),

Trend continues or increases

each subsequent year, Principal

communicates high expectation

of self and faculty to achieve

school's goals and objectives,

Teachers arc expected to have

expectations for students and to
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PROGRAM ELEMENTS

ADMINISTRATIVE

STAGES LEVELS LEADERSIIIP

INS TIT UTIONA LIZATION Inservice in specific content

AND areas and classroom

RENEWAL management techniques; keeps

(emit) breast of research In education

for Implementation as needed;

takes assertive dominant role in

decisions about the selection of

instructional materials and In

program planning and

evaluation; monitors the

Instructional process; sets

standards of performance fur

LEVEL 1 teachers and self,

Awareness or

Interest

(Mobilitation

Knowledge and

Persuasion)

SCHOOL CLIMATE

generally conducive to the

business at hand; enables

teachers to teach by limiting

housekeeping chores, Supports

workers, Acts as resource and

aggressively reeks resources for

teachers, Fosters trust through

Interaction,

teacheriprinclpal

Interaction, Aggressively seeks

and obtains political, parental

and financial support,

HIGH EXPECTATIONS

communicate egpeclations

their students, Staff

communicates to students that

they eau learn anti are expec'te'd

to become good eltliens and to

graduate from high school,

RECOGNITION

AND

ORIENTATION

LEVEL I

PROGRAM ELEMENTS

COMMITMENT TO REGULAR AND

TEACHING BASIC SKILLS CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT

Strong commitment from "central office,"

Set up some structure for getting things done (i,e administrative council to coordinate project

activities, Task Forces to develop plans for program elements, Grade Level and Content Area

Committees),

MAJOR OUTCOMES

IMPROVED STUDENT

ACHIEVEMENT

Plan to keep the principal and staff in the same building for several years (Continuity of Leadership),

Develop Readiness and Receptivity through public relations and stuff awareness workshops,

Develop a program and evaluation plan; collect baseline data on attendance, discipline referrals, school

climate profiles, and student ID's for all students at start of project,
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sirAcES LEVI1S
..........modmro

Evaluation or

Trial

(Implementation)

Decision

EXPLORATION

AND

DESIGN

LEVEL I

IMPLEMENTATION

(TRIAL/PILOT)

LEVEL 3

PROGRAM ELEMENTS

COMMITMEN'110 REGULAR AND

ACHING BASIC SKILLS CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT

MAJOR (HEVES

IMPROVED STUDENT

ACHIEVEMENT

'Poachers agree Oil skills to he

taught god some common golds

to be allidoed, Ilse of ongoing

workshops to lotroduce severed

successful bosh; skills

approaches (direct lostruction,

Moe on task' cies), Develop

blocks of instrucilonol dole with

on interruptions, I)evelop

common lists of skills (i,e, for

leo.week blocks) for each guide

level, Artletilotion between'

among teachers and grades,

Teach major subjects early

while pupils ore must alert,

Design spiraled minimum

competencies, Inservice focuses

on mastery learning of basic

skills (Reading and

Mothestics),

Teachers and pupils engage in

[donned learning efforts,

Instructionoorioned stuff

neetings, Emphasis on basic

skills (Mastery Leaning and

Missouri Math Effectiveness)

improvement, No pullout for

Title I students; alternative

approaches implemented,

Ongoing teacher regrouping as

°ceded, Structure, schedule and

model for delivery are all in

place,

Teoelters agree on espectollons

for passing or work mooted for

suilsfociory eompletion, Sniff

development on test

ineosuremem mind construction

ongoing, I lomework policy

estohlislied,

Administrators monitor

teachers' work as teachers ore

expected to monitor pupils'

work, Stilted and obserVed

levels of achievement for

promotion, homework,

grading, and minimum,

competencies implemented,

Discussion of results of testing

used as on assessment to identify

problems and plans, Staff

knows how students ore

progressing (has and uses results

of testing programs),

Pupils seem "happier id

school, A more orderly school,

Neolericleoncriless noisy, More

porposefol movement,

llomework Is being completed

as required, Parents know hoot

and support sehool focus on

pupil ochievement,

Pupil auendonce is Increased.

More positive parent inputs,

Students in classes, not in hulls,

Increased rote of achievement,

Gaines or contests in schools

often focus on pupil

achievement; rewards mind

recognition for achievement are

known and respected in the

school,
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8. School Improvement Project In New York City
In 1979.80, the School Improvement Project (SIP) was initialed in New York

CO', It has as its minor purpose the implementation (it' local school improve-
ment plans that address the five components or none effective schools as
identified by Edmonds, These include strong administrative leadership, high
expectations, positive school climate, basic skills emphasis, and ongoing
monitoring and assessment, Planning committees at each participating school
were composed of administrators, staff, and parents, I.CSS than -10 percent olthe
students reading at grade level in the public schools participating in SIP,

In the first year of the project ten puhlic am. I four nonpuhlie elementary
schools were involved, An additional nine schools joined the project in
1980.81, School principals, with approval from their superintendents, volun-
teered to participate. Liaisons were assigned to each school and provided
technical assistance for program implementation.

Needs assessment instruments were developed and revised to allow an
accurate description of the local schools' status. Regular meetings were held
weekly or biweekly for the planning committee to monitor the school improve-
ment plan. Ongoing technical assistance was provided by the liaison and
consultants in staff development activities,

The feedback and evaluations 01' SIP alter the second year of inmlementation
have been positixe. Stall' involvement, reading programs, and achievement
scores reflect SIP's significant impact in the participating schools,

Data on achievement collected alter the first two years
of implementation also provided ground for op-
timism. Among seven public schools which im-
plemented improvement plans in 1980-81, there was
an average increase ()I' 16 percentage points between
spring of 1979 and spring 1982 in the percent of
students reading at or above grade level, compared
with an average gain citywide of four percentage
points. Among nine public schools which joined the
project in 1980-81 and implemented plans in
1981-82, there was an average gain of I I percentage
points between the spring of 1980 and the spring of
1982 (Eubanks and Levine 1983, 28),

This program has the goal of raising the test scores ()1' its students by
providing school programs which incorporate more effective schooling com-
ponents. Efforts have been implemented and scores have increased, This
evidences the fulfillment of the criteria outlined in this paper for more.effective
schooling.

Summary
The eight programs discussed in this chapter use the more effective schooling

research as a model and conform with the criteria of more effective schooling as
identified by the authors, Each program has unique strategies for program
development and implementation. By studying the specific programs, certain
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understandings can he gleaned. However, it is crucial to the successful im-
plementation of these programs that the uniqueness of each community Is
understood and considered, The response: to this diversity is what hth created
and will create a relevant 1111(1 effective school program.

Many other programs which meet the criteria set out by this paper for more
effective schooling have been developed and are in the early stages ()I' im-
plementation. These too are worthy of examination and can provide educators
with a framework which assures achievement. It is not the purpose of this paper
to describe all such programs, since their rapid and frequent development does
not make this feasible. It was our purpose, however, to review selected
programs which meet the criteria of (1) making efforts to increase achievement
scores as a measure of effectiveness, and (2) attempting to integrate three of the
six components into the program design. Those selected exemplify diverse
methods I'or realizing the criteria which are fundamental to more effective
schooling programs.

Within each program, regardless of different strategies, there Is a generic
process which emerges. The process does not describe specific behaviors but
does present tour stages necessary I'or program evolution. These are discussed
in the following chapter.

IV. A GENERIC PROCESS FOR MORE EFFECTIVE
SCHOOLING PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

A replication model is not synonymous with a process. Such a model can he
used to describe what one program has done to iniplement more effective
schooling research based on the unique characteristics and needs of a specific,
targeted population. Eight replication models appear in Chapter 3. All are
committed to making efforts to increase achievement scores. All incorporate at
least three of the six more effective schooling components identified. Staff
development, one of the six, is often not identified but is operating, since staffs
must he an integral part of development and implementation. However, the
combination of the remaining five differ depending upon the needs of the
community. There are a multiplicity of variables inherent to any environment
that prescribe the necessity of certain program elements and not others. This
precludes a generic process from developing by requiring specific component
implementation. II' a process indeed exists, then its methodology must he
identified.

Some generic processes for more effective schooling implementation have
been described. David Squires of Research for Better Schools, Inc. (1980).
Edmonds and Lezotte ( i482). and Purkey and Smith (1982) have identified
certain stages that are inherent to more effective schooling program develop-
ment. These generic processes do facilitate the integration of effective school-
ing and have significant outcomes. From the replication models described in
this text emerged a methodology for effective program implementation. There
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are four vital stages (Olds implementation methodology, whether administered
at the site or building toe!, First, there is s (ove.wnent proceA v that captures

the status of the MOW elleCIIc schooling criteria and components, The analysis
or the data collected 'tom this assessment is used in the second stage, Man-
PON. The development of a plan of implementation focuses on the areas

that need enhancement and identifies a variety of vehicles for that enhance-

ment, evolves into the third state, Imidemenimion, which Is ongoing, The
goals and objectives, incorporating the criteria presented by the author,

are put into practice with both short term and long range activities, The fourth
stage, evtuatio, is vital for the realization of more effective schools, The
eriterion of making efforts to increase achievement scores requires evaluation
of student performance at regular intervals, Continuous monitoring of the
program to assess accurate response to the needs of the school community is
necessary.

What has emerged front these program descriptions Eel lective or the school

improvement planning process identified by Edmonds and I,ci,otte ( 1982).
They have delineated six stages; (I) identify and convene a building level
school improvement team (assessment): (2) define an effective school in
student outcome terms (planning); (3) conduct a school assessment focusing on
effective schooling characteristics (assessment); (4) analyze school functioning
(assessment): (5) develop a plan to address identified strengths and weakness

planning and implementation); and 1( provide resource dissemination and

evaluation ( implementation and evaluation),
These processes do enable 111re Crl'ective schooling programs to be realit

however they do not assure the desired outcomes, Nevertheless, the literature
and those who implement programs sometinies seem to he asking for a generic

process that will assure that the implementation of these programs will produce
effective schools as defined by student performance outcomes. A simple
cause - and - effect formula that disregards the variables unique to each commun-
ity does not contribute to more effective schooling implementation,

Nlany factors and behaviors contribute to the creation of each school's
culture (Turkey and Smith 1982). The mere identification or certain behaviors
and activities would create a system of education that di/CS 114)1 consider each

individual school's uniqueness. Such a method would create a system of
education that did not incorporate the diversity which exists and would thus
establish a self-defeating process. Observations can be made, as have been

made in this paper, that describe certain methods reflecting more effective
schooling characteristics. Depending on the needs and culture of a school, these

can he incorporated into the school's functioning.
A generic process facilitating the recognition and adoption of these methods

has developed from this program review; a forinula giving a how-to-approach
would not have accomplished this task. It appears that what must be acknowl-
edged is the ability of educators to respond to the uniqueness and diversity of
their own environment. Certain suggestions can he made. but final implemen-
tation of more effective schooling programs must rely on the authentic expertise

of educators 1 interpret the research within their own context.
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